
LGBA Minutes September 2019 

Present: Mark Fitkin, John DeCosta, Meghan Phelan, Crystal Shum, Katy Kerklaan, Karen 
Jacobson, Bruce Goldson, Ken Sandblast, Mike Buck, Debbie Siegel, Julia Fowler, Katie Field, 
Mike Carlson, Steve Kaer.


Minutes: Approved


Treasurer’s Report: We have paid $1200 to the city for the SHOP Lake Grove campaign and 
we now have $8080.34.


Lake Grove Neighborhood: Scot Siegel from Planning and the City Manager will be coming to 
the meeting to discuss the new state zoning law. Mike also has questions about the installation 
of the park on Iron Mountain.


Chamber: A meet and greet reception is planned next Thursday at Foothills Park for the new 
city manager and the new school superintendent.


Leadership LO is starting soon and there are a few slots open.


Wine Walk is the first weekend of October. People often wait to see if the weather is good, but 
half of the tickets have already sold.


Development Issues:


Ken is working on a project off of Waluga near Parkhill. It will be an 11 lot subdivision.


The rezoning on Carmen is going forward for MaryJo Avery’s property.


Shorenstein is working on 5600 Meadows to build a seven-story apartment building.


Steve Kaer is in for permits for the property adjacent to his building which houses Bank of the 
West.


Mark said his project is under construction and stormwater piping is going in now. The 
Marquess of Granby contractor has started work and offices and apartments are also being 
built.


The Washington Ct property is for sale. It has been approved for townhomes. The owner is also 
open to ideas for a park. 


Meghan said a broker for a hotel is looking for a site in the area.


Mark asked about when the city was going to move forward on building public parking.


Ken said thanks to the city for improving the dog park.


Mike said he has been working on updating the code in Lake Grove in light of the changes 
happening. He wants to meet with city staff to get input on why there are two overlays in the 
area with Lake Grove and West Lake Grove. The designs require outdated materials and no 
longer use best practices. Architectural designs are also in conflict. 




Mark endorsed the idea and thanked Mike for attending his pre-app meeting at the city. Mark 
said that Scot Siegel, planning director, seems willing to help with the problem.


Ken said the unintended consequences are a problem in light of the re-do of the road. There is 
concern that the area will have pressure for redevelopment and these issues will be even more 
pertinent.


Mark explained there is no variance process for the use of materials. Cedar shingles have 
environmental impacts. 


Mike said the street tree rule about lining them in a row would mean removing current trees, 
which is a bad idea.


Ken said simplicity and certainty is missing and encouraged the group to define its goals and 
needs before going out and asking for changes. He is willing to listen to staff input and 
predicted that a committee should start in January. 


Karen said it is time to get organized and set a deadline and work backward.


Meghan said she is willing to help facilitate a discussion and introduce the city manager and 
collect input from the staff.


Ken asked the neighborhood reps to please begin explaining the problem and let them know 
what the problem isn’t. 


Mark said he would meet with Meghan to get started.


The new zoning law is supposed to be adopted by LO by 2022.


Boones Ferry Road Project: 

Crystal said things are going forward. Bruce said the Lake Grove Water line is being tested and 
a plan is to install another on Bryant.


A contractor hit an electric line at the Lake Grove Dental Office that was unmarked. It is in the 
way and PGE has to move it. This will cause a delay of maybe two weeks. Electric vaults are 
also going in near many buildings. O’Leary’s wall will need to be redesigned because of tree 
roots. 

Because PGE is a problem it may require doing more areas at the same time. There is also a 
need to delay installation of the medians in order to facilitate traffic changes.

A gas line needs to be installed and more work will need to be done at night.


The trees at the Post Office will need to be removed because of ADA requirements and utilities.

This should happen at the end of the month.


The tree at Casa del Pollo needs to be removed and a sweet gum near Lanewood has to come 
out. Replanting is planned in all of these areas.


Bruce has been out at night doing inspections.


The contractor has been receptive to feedback from neighbors. There are complaints from 
those living next to the staging area that night work is noisy.




Bruce said the utilities are unknown and many are marked wrong. Every night they find a new 
one. Century Link has many in the way. An abandoned sewer line has been found as well. A 10 
inch gas line from 1921 was also found. 

The schedule is tracking mostly on-time. It is estimated it will reach the central area in 
February. They should be fully energized south of Bryant. 


Mike asked about statements from City Councilor Kolhoff saying the staging area could be 
affordable housing. 


Crystal said the staging area is critical to the contractor.


Katy said outreach is going well. She had a booth at the Farmer’s Market. The public is 
becoming better informed about pedestrian improvements too. 


The Shop Lake Grove campaign has launched. Katy would like to see businesses share the 
campaign on their social media.


Videos are also being done profiling the area businesses.


Hello LO featured an insert as well. Lake Grove and Waluga Neighborhood Associations will 
have a visit from Katy in the next month.


No businesses have reported severe losses and are happy that daylight is helping access. 
Bank of the West changed out an ATM and created questions, but they are fine.


Katy said to call her if anything happens that causes a problem. 


LOPD is enforcing the lower speed as well.


Bruce said joggers are running down the middle of Boones Ferry in the middle of the night.


The next meeting is Tuesday, October 1. 

Adjourned 8:36 am.



